JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. however. This article establishes conditions for the consistency of the moving blocks bootstrap estimators of the variance of the least squares estimator in linear dynamic models with dependent data. We discuss several applications of this result, in particular, the use of bootstrap standard error estimates for bootstrapping Studentized statistics. A simulation study shows that inference based on bootstrap standard error estimates may be considerably more accurate in small samples than inference based on closed-form asymptotic estimates.
in the iid context have been given by Ghosh, Parr, Singh, and Babu (1984) and Shao (1992) . (NED) on a mixing process (Billingsley 1968; McLeish 1975; Gallant and White 1988 Gon?alves and White (2004) established the first-order as ymptotic validity of the MBB for the framework of Gallant and White (1988) . In particular, Gon?alves and White (2004) showed that the MBB consistently estimates the asymptotic dis tribution of the QMLE. But as Gon?alves and White (2004) remarked, their results do not justify using the variance of the bootstrap distribution to consistently estimate the asymptotic variance of the QMLE. Here we fill this gap for the special case of the LS estimator for linear dynamic models. In partic ular, we give explicit conditions that justify bootstrapping the variance of the LS estimator in possibly misspecified linear dy namic models when the DGP is NED on a mixing process.
Assumption 1 is a version of the Gallant and White (1988) and Gon?alves and White (2004) In this article we focus on an alternative bootstrap variance covariance matrix estimator of ?n, namely the bootstrap popu lation variance-covariance matrix of y/n(?* ? ?n). Following Liu and Singh (1992b) and Shao and Tu (1995, chap. 7, sec. 7.2 .2), we define /?* as
?n otherwise for some S > 0, where A.m?n(A) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of A for any matrix A. Given the foregoing definition, ?* is equal to ?* whenever is nonsingular. Because for any ? > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exists S > 0 such that (2004) for the special case of the LS estimator of (possibly) misspecified linear dynamic models and the fact that condi tion (2) holds under Assumption 1. Assumption 1 also ensures that the elements of {Xtet} satisfy assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 of Gon?alves and White (2004) . In particular, assumption 2.2 of Gon?alves and White (2004) Given the first-order asymptotic validity of the bootstrap distri bution of^/ni?*-?n), we show that E*i\y/ni?*-?n)\2+s) = theless, no formal justification for these bootstrap applications was provided. Also in the cross-sectional context, Hahn (1995) proved the first-order asymptotic validity of the bootstrap dis tribution of the quantile regression estimator. As Hahn (1995, p. 107) remarked, his results provide a theoretical justification for bootstrap percentile confidence intervals, but they do not justify using the bootstrap to estimate standard errors. Similarly, although Fitzenberger (1997) Andrews (1991) . This yields the following asymptotic normal theory-based confidence interval for ?2 :
C/qs =?2n ?n-V2l.96Jcn,Qs,22
A second choice of Cn is C* = var*(y/n(?* -?n)), the boot strap covariance matrix of the distribution of *Jn(?* ??n)-Our Theorem 1 provides a formal justification for this choice. Here ?* is the truncated version of the LS estimator /?*, which re places ?* with ?n whenever (X^X*)-1 does not exist. As it turned out, for our Monte Carlo design we never encountered any singularity problems. Thus in our simulations, ?* = ?*, and C* coincides with C* = vzr*(y/n(?* -?n)). Notice that C* does not rely on the sandwich form of C?n and is typically As discussed by Davison and Hall (1993) and G?tze and Kiinsch (1996) 
CONCLUSIONS
This article gives conditions under which the MBB of Kunsch (1989) and Liu and Singh (1992a) provides consistent estimators of the asymptotic variance of the LS estimator in (possibly misspecified) linear regression models. Although we have focused on the MBB, similar results hold for the station ary bootstrap of Politis and Romano (1994) ?n = o(w), ?(??) < Oin?l2) + 0(4), completing the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof proceeds in three steps.
Step ?mini**^^*^) ^ >? -261-Thus An,e H C*,^ C Z^,6, which implies that P*iB^ ) < P*iAcne) + /'?(C^). Step 2 ity, it suffices to show that R* = op* il) in probability. For this, note that y/ni?* ? ?n) = Op*il), except in a set with probability tend ing to 0. Moreover, E*(l{A.min(^) < ^/2}) = P*(?mm( ) < p x*'x* 77/2) -> 0, as we showed in Step 1. This implies that t{km[ni ) < P* n/2} -> 0 in probability, proving Step 2.
Step 3. For some S > 0, E*i\^i~?* -?n)\2+8) = 0P(\). Given the definition of ?*, we can write V^C?n-?n)
x*/x*\~1 / /x*'x l^min(^) >ri/2y-l'2J2KtKt. 
